The Quantico Archery Site is operated by the Game Checking Station (GCS) and is located along MCB1 about 0.5 miles west of the GCS. Archery site use is limited to MCB authorized personnel.

Hours of operation
Monday-Friday: 1100-1/2 hour past Sunset
Saturday-Sunday: 0800-1/2 hour past Sunset

License & Quiver Pass
To use the Quantico Archery Site, patrons must:
- Possess either a Marine Corps Base, Quantico, hunting or fishing license.
- Obtain a quiver pass each visit by signing in on the ledger.
- Display the quiver pass on the bow rack adjacent to your shooting lane at the archery site.
- Return the quiver pass and sign out on the ledger.

Rules and Regulations
- Shooters must release arrows from the firing line only and ALL personnel must be clear from downrange before nocking an arrow.
- If shooters need to go behind a target to retrieve an arrow, they must place an orange cone on top of the target butt to signal the range is closed. The range is closed until the archer returns from downrange and removes the cone (cones will be stored behind the target butt, out-of-sight, until needed).
- Archery tackle with a nocked arrow must always point downrange.

- No more than two shooters are allowed on the shooting tower or per lane on the shooting deck.
- All persons must vacate the archery site immediately if the emergency notification system or continuous siren blasts are sounded.
- Archery tackle only! No firearms!
- All users < 18 years of age must be supervised by a parent or guardian.
- Consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited.
- Field points only, NO BROADHEADS!

The Quantico Archery Site is primarily policed by its users. To report rule violations please call the Game Warden Office at (703)432-6793 (94) or (95).
Thank You Volunteers!

The Quantico Archery Site would not have been possible without the hard work and dedication of our Conservation Volunteers. They contributed countless hours and expertise to the construction of the archery site.

Volunteers taking a break from the hard work.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Quantico Game Checking Station
(703) 784-5523/5329

Fish, Wildlife & Agronomy Section
703-432-6774
703-432-6776
703-43-6777